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Foreword
2d6 is a set of rules that will allow you, the player, to experience adventures beyond your wildest
dreams – probably. Okay, to be fair it takes a bit of work to really make any good roleplaying
game come alive, but this system is designed to simplify the often complex rules that seem to
plague the RPG scene these days, while still giving enough of a bare-bones framework to
provide balance to the game.
I first began to develop 2d6 a few years ago with several friends (who shall remain nameless, for
now at least) in pretty much direct response to the new release of a more popular RPG. I’m sure
most of you can guess which one. My friends and I were tired of the needlessly elaborate rules
governing things that could easily be resolved by a minute’s reasonable discussion.
Over time, it grew to be a system aimed at streamlining and simplifying the entire concept of an
RPG. The hope is that it’ll appeal to newer gamers who are often scared away at the sight of the
arcane scribblings that cover most character sheets, as well as casual gamers who are looking to
play an RPG where character creation doesn’t take two hours.
So in the spirit of simplicity, let’s get right down to the basics:

The Basics
In a nutshell, 2d6 is a way to tell an interactive story where the results of each participant’s
action are, to a degree, randomized. This randomization is meant to represent the chaotic nature
of life. For instance, a master pole-vaulter might be the Olympic gold medal winner for ten years
running, but that 11th year, perhaps the conditions of the ground are too wet, or the pole has a
flaw in it. No matter how good a person is at something, there’s a certain amount of random
chance in every action.
Many Role-Playing Games (RPGs) use die-rolls to represent this randomness, 2d6 included. In
fact, the name 2d6 refers to the shorthand notation often used by gamers to represent two sixsided die. This means every time your character tries to do something where there’s the
possibility of failure – climb a wall, woo a potential bedmate, eat a particularly large turkey in a
short amount of time – you roll 2d6 and add some modifiers (bonuses or penalties – this will be
covered more in-depth later on) to determine whether or not your character succeeds. This is
called a check. All the action is narrated by…wait for it… the Narrator!
And that’s the most important thing about playing any RPG – you. Have you ever played a video
game and been frustrated when you found a door painted on a wall that led nowhere? How about
when you get an item that’s only useful in one spot, or the worst: the completely onedimensional characters that say the same thing every time you talk to them.
Pencil-and-paper RPGs eliminate all those problems by using a human brain as the game engine.
One brave soul among you plays the part of the Narrator, creating the game that the players act
in. This means that they write the plot, build the environment, create the Non-Player Characters
(NPCs) that the players interact with, and narrate the action of the game. There’s more on
narrating later on, but for now, suffice it to say that while the job is difficult, it can actually be a
very rewarding process and a great outlet for creativity.
Now, the first thing you’ll need to know to play is how to create your character. Your character
is an extension of yourself. You make them up out of whole cloth, forging them from the fires of
your mind. Through them you can live the lives of doctors, warriors, journalists, and wizards.
You can be a hunter-gatherer roaming the plains of Africa when the world was young or a proud
spaceship captain, fighting fierce battles with alien warlords and exploring uncharted nebulae.
You can do anything, anything at all – the only limit is your mind.
To create your character there are some things you need to know. These things relegate the
bonuses and penalties mentioned earlier, and can be found on the next page!

Character Creation
The first, and most important part of any RPG is character creation. This is where you build your
character from the ground up to suit your needs. Maybe you want to play a detective, or a brave
warrior. Perhaps magic is more your style. 2d6 is designed to be as open as possible, allowing for
creation of characters in any setting you can imagine.
Every character has three basic aspects that define them: their STATS, their SKILLS, and their
TALENTS.
STATS
Stats (short for statistics) are the basic representation of your characters physical and mental
aptitude. There are seven stats, which are discussed on the following page. Each stat gives a
bonus or a penalty (depending on how you distribute them) to every roll you make. Different
stats modify different skills. Stats are modified by what race or culture a character is as well,
depending on the game being played. There’s more on Races and Cultures later on.
SKILLS
Skills are the things your character is good at. Depending on what kind of game you’re playing,
different skills may be available. For instance, in a Fantasy game, Enchantment (a kind of magic)
is a completely reasonable skill to have. However, if you’re playing a film-noir detective
mystery, magic would be a bit out of place. Your Narrator will let you know which skills are
available for the game you’re playing. There’s more on skills later.
TALENTS
Talents are subtle differences between your character and the other members of their profession.
They add a level of depth by giving your character abilities or traits that others do not possess.
While they don’t give you a numeric bonus on rolls, they give your character special qualities.
In addition to these three things, you may have to pick out your character’s starting items – the
possessions that they have accrued thus far in life. While they don’t define your character,
they’re pretty important. More on items later.
Finally, there’s your character’s back-story and personality. Who are they? Why do they do what
they do? Where do they come from and what kind of temperament do they have? Do they have
friends? Enemies? A family? A business? You decide. The more back-story your character has,
the more you’ll step into their shoes and enjoy the game. Starting out, you may want to play a
character similar to yourself, but as you grow more experienced, try on a new pair of shoes!

Stats
Physical
Brawn – Brawn is a measure of strength used for some melee attacks, strength checks, and
carrying capacity.
Agility – Agility is a measure of speed and grace. It is used for Combat Initiative, and a number
of physical skills, many of which can be used for defense.
Dexterity – Dexterity is how much control over a character’s own body they have. It’s used for
some melee and all ranged attacks, as well as a number of fine motor skills.
Toughness – Toughness is a measure of how durable your character is. It’s used for fortitude
saves and it determines the number of wounds your character has.

Mental
Brains – Brains are a measure of intelligence used for knowledge checks and certain magic rolls
as well as any checks dealing with technology.
Will – The combined force of a character’s personality and their desire to live, will checks are
used to determine certain magic and most social rolls.
Attention – Attention is a representation of a character’s senses and the energy they put into
analyzing them. It governs Notice checks, combat initiative and aiming to gain a bonus on
various rolls.

- All stats start at a -1, meaning that they take 1 away from the value of any roll they modify.
- Players have 7 points to distribute however they want, though no stat can be raised past a +1
bonus naturally.
- Once this distribution is complete, players add in racial stat modifiers and any modifiers from
talents.

Narrator Tip: This means that no stat can be permanently raised above a +3 bonus.

Skills
Skills are the actual numeric bonuses your character gets on specific rolls made to perform
checks. A character begins play with a number of skill points set by the Narrator. Each skill can
be raised to a maximum rank of 5. For each rank in a skill, your character receives a +1 bonus on
related rolls. To gain ranks in a skill, you must buy them with the aforementioned skill points.
Each rank of a skill costs a number of skill points equal to its bonus. See the chart below for a
more visual explanation.

Rank

Point cost for
that rank.

Total point cost to get to that rank.

1

1 point

1 point (1)

2

2 points

3 points (1+2)

3

3 points

6 points (1+2+3)

4

4 points

10 points (1+2+3+4)

5

5 points

15 points (1+2+3+4+5)

Each skill is also modified by a particular stat. Some skills can be taken multiple times, each
time applying to a new variation (a new school of magic, field of knowledge, or martial
discipline etc.) - these are marked on the list below with an asterisk.

Some sample Skills and the stats that modify them:

Acrobatics

Agility

Acrobatics covers jumping, tumbling, balancing, and climbing small things (a tall fence or two
close parallel walls). Characters can use acrobatics to flip over a wall, hold themselves on a
ceiling, balance on a narrow ledge or roll through an enemy’s legs.
Athletics

Brawn

Athletics includes running, swimming, climbing and jumping. Most of the time these are used
for more long-distance checks than acrobatics, though they can also be used for short-distance
checks in a pinch. Perhaps a character needs to climb a cliff face or chase someone down on foot.
These are both examples of Athletics checks.

Notice

Attention

Notice is one of the most important skills in the game. It represents a character’s perception.
Notice rolls are used for everything from realizing a character is being followed to searching a
room. Anything that involves processing information taken in by one of the characters senses
relies on notice. There are two kinds of notice: active and passive. Passive checks are ones that
the Narrator tells you to make, to see if you notice a particular situation. Active notice checks are
the one you, as a player, initiate. Most of the time these are to search for something or to try and
discern details. It is highly recommended that new gamers take at least one rank of notice.
Stealth

Agility

Stealth is fairly self explanatory. It measures how good your character is at remaining physically
undetected. This could be in the form silence, camouflage, or even a strong smell like perfume or
rotten meat to throw off animals with keen noses. The skill used to detect stealth is notice.
*Shoot/Throw

Dexterity (different weapon category each time)

Shooting or throwing is just that. Maybe your character is a rifleman, in which case they would
take shoot (rifle). Perhaps they’re a circus performer who might take throw (knives). Whatever
the case, each time this skill is taken it applies to a new class of weapon or object. Talk to your
Narrator for more specific guidelines and what kinds of things are available in the game you’re
playing.
*Drive/Ride

Dexterity (different vehicle type each time)

Whether it’s a horse, a car, or a plane, each time you take the Drive or Ride skill, it applies to a
new mode of transportation. It could even be a skateboard or a bike! As with all the other skills,
check with your Narrator. They’ll tell you what kinds of vehicles are available in your setting.
*Melee

Brawn/Agility/Dexterity (different weapon/martial art each time)

Melee is a staple of the RPG scene. It relegates how good your character is at a particular style of
close combat. Depending on what type of fighting you choose, the stat that modifies it will be
different (Brawn for Brawling, Agility for Aikido, Dexterity for knife-fighting). The Narrator has
the final say on what stat modifies the fighting style you pick.
Intimidate

Will or Brawn (Narrator’s discretion)

Intimidation can take two forms – social or physical. Say your character is trying to get past a
security guard. A more social character, like a spy, would roll an intimidate check and add their
Will, to represent their force of personality in trying to convince the guard that they’ve slipped a
firearm past security and that they’re willing to use it to gain entry. However, a more physical
character like a bodyguard, might just flex their muscles and bear down on the guard, smiling.
To the latter check, the player would add their character’s Brawn to represent the sheer weight of
the characters Hulking form.
Appraise

Attention

Appraise is used to gauge the quality of items, determine if something is a fake, or figure out the
rough market value of an object. Appraise opposes forgery.
Computers

Brains

Only some settings allow for computers, but for those that do, this skill can be a valuable one.
This modifies pretty much any check that has to do with computers. Most of the time this takes
the form of hacking, or possibly research, but there are lots of other things you can do with it as
well. A computer check can be used to forge electronic documents, as well as physical
documents if the right materials are procured to print on.
*Magic

Brains/Will/Attention

Like computers, magic is only appropriate for certain settings. Also, the type of magic can vary
wildly from setting to setting. A gritty occult superhero game might make use of hedge magic or
divination, while a traditional fantasy game might focus more on abjuration or evocation (if you
have no idea what these mean, don’t worry, your Narrator can tell you, or at least look it up in
the Narrator’s guide. Just like with melee, the kind of magic your character uses determines the
skill that modifies it. Magic is something that should be heavily discussed with your Narrator
before you try it out.
*Mechanics Brains
It’s just what it sounds like. Mechanics is used to build, maintain, and fix machines of all sorts.
This could be anything from a computer to a spaceship, and each time you take it, you must pick
a field to specialize in.
*Knowledge Brains
Knowledge can be anything. Really. You could have something as vague as Knowledge (history)
or as specialized as Knowledge (cake decorating). It all depends on your setting and character.
Most characters benefit from having at least one knowledge skill relevant to what they do or who
they are.
*Perform

Depends on type of performance

Performance takes many forms. It could be dancing, music, storytelling, gymnastics, firedancing,
magic (fake or real), or anything else that could feasibly entertain a crowd of people. The type of
performace determines the stat that modifies it. I’m sure I’m beginning to sound like a broken
record by now, but talk to your Narrator. They know their stuff and they have the last word.
*Craft

Brains

When a character takes craft, they must choose a specific discipline, like carpentry,
blacksmithing or weaving. They can then turn raw materials (which they must acquire like any
other character) into a finished product that can be used or sold. Cooking is considered a craft.
Speech

Will

Speech governs a character’s ability to socialize. This could be lying, wooing someone, calming
someone down, riling someone up, or even tricking someone into revealing information. Any
situation involving wordplay or charm is grounds for a speech check. Speech, like notice, is a
very valuable skill, the benefits of which should be considered before passing it up.
Forgery

Attention

Forgery is the skill of creating false documents, money, art, or any other object that needs to
closely resemble something else. A skill favored by thieves and con artists, forgery is opposed by
appraise.
Heal

Brains

Heal can do several things. On a successful heal check, and with the right materials, a character
can double the normal rate of recovery for their own or another player’s wounds. They can also
add a bonus to, or in some cases completely negate and Toughness checks made to resist poison
or disease (this requires proper medicine). Healing can also reawaken unconscious characters
and immediately restore a wound to a character with 0 wounds on a successful check. (Healing
magic works the same way, though a sufficiently high check – around DC 15 – can actually heal
wounds directly.

This is not a list of every skill that can be taken. These are just some common examples to be
referenced for quick ideas. There are a litany of skills to be taken, and as with everything else,
remember to ask your Narrator which skills are available in the game you’re playing.

The mechanics of skill checks:
A skill check is made by a roll of 2d6. To this you add the relevant stat, and any bonus your
character gets from an item they may be using (more on items in a bit). For the more visual
learners among you:

2d6 + skill bonus + relevant stat modifier + item bonus = skill check result

The Narrator sets a number beforehand that the player must roll to achieve success. This number
is called the difficulty class, or DC for short. Rough estimates of DCs are as follows:

DC 5 = very easy task
DC 7 = average task
DC 9 = difficult task
DC 11 = extreme task
DC 15 = superhuman task
DC17 = truly, this is madness

A player can attempt to give another player a +1 bonus on a skill check by making their own “aid
another” check with the same skill. The DC for this check is half the DC for the first player’s
check (rounded down).

Narrator Tip: for things like magic, the more powerful the spell is, the higher you should
make the DC. Things like time to cast a spell, number of creatures affected by the spell,
spell duration, and spell power should all be considered when deciding the DC. Also, When
dealing with any sort of strenuous skill – be it fighting, magic or athletics, remember to
keep raising the DC the more a player uses it to represent them getting tired.

Talents
Each character begins play with a number of Talents set by the Narrator. Talents are the
attributes that separate your character from everyone else’s. Some sample talents have been
listed below:

Altered state/Alternate form
This allows a character access to a particular shape (like a werewolf form) or an altered state (a
barbarian’s rage) usually these entail a stat boost of +1 point per talent to two particular stats, and
a -1 to another. This means that each time that character takes this talent it can either apply to a
new form/state, or it can add another bonus/penalty onto a previous state. Often there is a
particular condition the character must fulfill to enter the state, like being drunk, or angry. This is
largely up to the GM to moderate.
Extra Wound
Your character is tougher than most, and has an extra wound to show for it. This talent can only
be taken once.
Stat Boost
Your character is stronger, faster or smarter than the average person. This talent gives a +1 bonus
to any stat, and can only be taken once per stat.
Overcome
Your character has learned to overcome one of the biological necessities of life. Whether it’s
eating, drinking, sleeping, a high tolerance for pain, or immunity to fire (this one would probably
come with a weakness to cold, since it’s more powerful, again: Narrator discretion is key!), it
gives them a competitive edge over their opponents.
Rich
Your character has twice the normal amount of starting money. This talent can only be taken
once, during character creation.
Extra Sense/Organ

Most of the time (Narrator’s discretion) this talent can only be taken at first level, though it can
be taken multiple times and applies to a different sense/organ each time. Your character has an
extra sense (heat vision, night vision, echolocation, internal compass, life sense etc.) or an extra
organ (tail, extra pair of arms, thumbs on feet, extra eyes etc.), more than others of their race.
Connections/Sidekick
Your character has some prior connection to a particular NPC that will help your character
(usually based on a social roll, side-quest, or flat out asking price). This could be anything from a
cab driver who gives free rides because a certain hero saved their life, to a politician who can get
characters out of legal trouble, or even a crewmember for a ship (mechanic, gunner, security
officer). Each time this talent is taken, a character gains another contact or sidekick. A sidekick
is treated as having 6 skill points and 3 talents, and can never gain experience.
Credentials
Your character belongs to some sort of organization that gives them benefits. Whether this is a
cop’s ability to carry a gun and enter crime scenes, or a merchant’s discount on wholesale goods
depends on which organization your character is a part of. Each time this talent is taken it applies
to a new organization.
Improvisation
Your character is able to work just as well with improvised materials, and takes no penalty for
using them for a skill check (normally a -2).
Polyglot
Your character knows one additional language by heart, needing no translation books or
interpreters, and without possibility of mistranslation.
Vicious Parry
If your character rolls double an attacker’s roll (or rolls a critical success) while defending, they
may choose to trip, disarm, or shove the attacker a short distance for free.
Skill Swap
This talent allows a character to apply a different stat to modify a particular skill. For instance,
someone who was an attentive character with poor dexterity might take this to add their attention
to their shooting rolls instead of their dexterity to represent that they are an attentive shot.
NOTE: In the interest of balance, a talent cannot give you a direct bonus on a skill. Ever.

Race/Culture
Each character has a specific race or culture, and each race or culture has its benefits and weak
points. The template for a given race/culture is as follows:

Each race/culture receives +1 to one stat, -1 to a different stat
Each race also gets a:
Racial power (usually a +1 on a particular skill, though you can get creative with this)
And a:
Racial detriment (usually a -1 on a particular skill, though feel free to get inventive)

Half-breeds

If a character wishes to play a halfbreed of two existing races or cultures, the alterations are
rather simple:

+1 stat from one parent, -1 stat from the other
Power from one parent, Detriment from the other

Narrator Tip: To make your games that much more interesting and immersive,
try to add as much background and richness to the races or cultures
that you use as possible. Things like diet, sleep cycle, extra senses, cultural enemies
historical figures, reproduction, and even a simple description really help
bring the races you use alive!

Character Growth
Each character begins with zero dots worth of experience. Each time a character does something
awesome, defeats a major antagonist, reveals some plot, or develops their character through
relationships with the game world, the Narrator awards a dot (at their discretion). The dot
progression follows a 10-dot cycle, which goes as follows:

Dot #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Achievement
Cinematic
Skill Point
Skill Point
New Talent
Skill Point
Skill Point
New Talent
Skill Point
Skill Point
New Talent

Whenever a character gets their first dot of the cycle, they get a Cinematic. This is basically a
one-time ability to take the Narrator’s place and direct the action of the game. Cinematics can be
used to:
- Instantly defeat an enemy with 1 wound left (more on wounds in the combat section on page [])
- Automatically succeed a failed skill check
- Summon an NPC that helps the characters for free (or nudges them toward the plot)
- Do anything else that is Narrator-approved and would be considered general badassery
There are two important things to remember regarding Cinematics: they don’t roll over (If you
don’t use your cinematic by the time you get a new one, the old one is lost – no hoarding), and
whenever you use one, it must be in a badass manner that furthers the plot. Remember, the
Narrator has the final say on whether or not a cinematic works. Feel free to argue your case, but
if you aren’t winning, sometimes it’s better to just move on and let the game progress instead of
forcing the issue.

Combat
Because competition is an essential element of any good game, this section covers the most basic
form of competition: Combat.
Combat is simple. All combat is made of opposed skill checks. This means that an attacker rolls
an offensive roll, like a brawling check while the defender rolls a defensive roll, like knifefighting. The GM decides which skills can be used for combat in particular situations.
Should the defender win, nothing happens. The attack is rebuffed, and combat moves on.
Should the attacker win, they have several choices of what they can do. They must declare their
intention before the rolls are made, not afterwards. Choices include, but are not limited to:
- Deal the defender a wound
- Trip the defender
- Shove the defender a short distance
- Disarm the defender
- Distract the defender (they lose a half-round action and can’t attack on their next turn)
- A variety of options may be at the disposal of magic users (transformation, teleportation)
Should an attacker double the defender’s roll, they may perform any 2 of these actions (including
dealing two wounds).
Some combat rolls are non-physical. For example, if an enchanter is trying to charm another
player, or a major antagonist, instead of the Narrator simply setting a DC to beat, they would roll
against the character’s will. This would be a roll of 2d6 plus the characters Will bonus. If the
character had any kind of skill that enabled them to defend against this kind of mental assault,
they could make an opposed skill check using that skill instead. What skills are able to defend
against this would be up to the Narrator to decide.

WOUNDS
Each player has a number of wounds equal to 3 + their Toughness modifier, though one extra can
be gained by taking the “Extra Wound” talent.
When a player is reduced to 2 wounds, they must make a Toughness or Will Save (choose one
before rolling) against a DC 5 (roll 2d6 and add your Brawn Bonus) to avoid passing out from
blood loss or pain. When a player is reduced to 1 wound, the DC increases to 10.
When a player is reduced to 0 wounds, they automatically fall unconscious, and must make a DC
5 Toughness or Will Save against death (choose one before rolling). If they succeed, they are
unconscious but stable, if they fail, they die.
An unconscious character who suffers any wounds immediately dies. In addition, while
unconscious, any melee attacks made against a character are automatically successful, and any
ranged attacks get a bonus to hit determined by the Narrator based on the distance of the shot.

HEALING
A character’s wounds will heal naturally at a rate of 1 per 24 hours as long as the character rests
at least 8 hours each day. In addition, if someone with medical training succeeds on a heal check
they can double this rate.

ROUNDS AND ACTION
Combat is turn-based. A round of combat represents roughly 6 seconds of real time. Each action
a character performs can be categorized as one of three kinds of actions:
Quick Action:
A free action is something that takes little to no time to do. Handing an adjacent character an
object, yelling a short phrase, drawing a weapon, or making a Notice check are all examples of
free actions. A character gets 2 quick actions each round
Half-Round Action:
A half-round action takes a bit more time. Having a brief exchange with another character,
moving 20 feet, attacking, getting back to your feet from a prone position, or performing most
skill checks are all examples of half-round actions (it’s up to the Narrator to decide on this). A
character can also spend a half-round action to take a defensive stance, granting them a +1 on
any defensive rolls made until their next turn. A character gets two half-round actions or one
full-round action per round. The only exception to this rule is attacking; a player can only make

one attack per turn, even though it counts as a half-round action (unless the Multiattack
Talent is taken).
Full Round Actions:
Full-round actions are lengthy. Casting a particularly powerful spell, running 50 feet, retrieving
an item from a bag, or having a conversation are all examples of full-round actions.

INITIATIVE
The order of who goes on which turn is determined by Initiative. Initiative is a roll of 2d6 + a
character’s Agility and Attention bonuses. These are meant to represent a character’s quickness
of action and attention to their surroundings. The person with the highest initiative goes first, and
so on. Characters that roll the same initiative reroll against each other to see who goes first.

AIMING
On any roll that involves aim (shooting/throwing, certain magic rolls, jumping etc.) a character
may take a half-round action to add their Attention bonus to the roll. This represents them taking
the time to line up the shot, jump, toss, etc.

HOLDING ACTION
If you wish, you can hold your actions, and take your turn when you feel the moment is right (in
between two other players’ turns), though this permanently changes your place in the initiative
order.

GRAPPLING
Grappling is made by rolling opposed unarmed combat skill checks (martial arts, brawling etc.).
If a character doesn’t have any unarmed combat skills, they may add either their Brawn or their
Agility to the roll, whichever is higher.
The results of a Grapple are largely up to the GM. Depending on how the grapple is initiated, the
positioning of the characters involved, and the environment, a number of options may be
possible, all of which should be decided upon by the GM

CRITICAL SUCCESS/FAILURE
On any roll in the game (though it is particularly important in combat) a roll of natural 11
(meaning that the dice themselves display an 11) is considered a critical success. This means that
whatever you were trying to do succeeds, somehow. If it was a particularly difficult task, then
this may have nothing to do with your character’s actions, but random happenstance. Whatever
the cause, the GM will come up with an appropriate description of your awesomeness. There are
reasonable limitations however. A character with no knowledge of the arcane can’t suddenly cast
an antigravity spell. It’s up to the GM to decide which tasks are reasonable and which are simply
beyond the realm of possibility.

Likewise, on a roll of natural 2 (snakeyes), you perform a critical failure. No amount of bonuses
can lift the shame from your character. You have utterly bungled whatever you are trying to do.

In combat, if a character rolls a critical success or failure, they automatically win or lose the
combat, respectively, unless the other character also rolls the same thing. If two characters roll a
critical success or critical failure, then they are both dealt a wound automatically, and are both
knocked back 5 feet. If one character rolls a critical success and the other rolls a critical failure,
however, the one who rolled the failure must make a DC 5 save against instant death, and is
automatically knocked unconscious even if it succeeds.

Narrator Tip: even though the results are the same if two players roll critical success or
failure in the same combat, the flavor text (your description of the events) should be wildly
different. Two critical successes should read like an epic battle that ends in a fierce clash
and an explosion of power, whereas two critical failures should read more like: “one
character trips over their own shoelaces and stumbles through a plate glass window while
the other slips on a napkin and hits their head on a table.”

Items
There are two ways of dealing with items, the quick way and the slow way. The quick way is
better for one-shots or games where power unbalance isn’t too much of an issue. The slow way is
the traditional method of setting a starting amount of money for the players and letting them
spend it based on a premade items list. If you want an item that’s not on the list it should be
haggled out with the Narrator.
The fast way works like this:
Each character begins play with one special item and ten mundane item slots. Any mundane
items can be instead used to procure a specific amount of money per item slot expended (set by
the Narrator) during character creation.
- A mundane item grants a +1 bonus on a specific skill, and could generally be purchased
without hassle for a small amount of money.
- A special item gives a +2 bonus on a specific skill, has some sort of special use, and is usually
something that would take a bit of work to get (a laptop, a magic sword, a vehicle or the like).
Because of the wild variance of special items, the Narrator has the final say in what’s allowed.
The slow way means that each character has a preset amount of money given by the Narrator to
spend. The players are then given a list of items available for purchase in their particular setting.
They can spend as much or as little money on this list as they want, but keep in mind that once
the game starts, all buying or bartering must be role-played out with shopkeepers, traders and the
like instead of bought straight from the list (though the money values should still be relatively
close unless there’s some sort of mitigating factor).
Only one item can modify a particular skill at once.
The only time an item can give a bonus above +2 is if it has something to do with the plot
(giant death-ray has +5 to hit, special ship gives a +3 to sailing, that sort of thing).

GM Tip: Special Items are
one of the biggest things that a GM has to moderate,
since the powers they have could be anything. Use your better judgement.
If something seems like it would unbalance the game or be unfair
to the other players, don’t allow it.

Narrating
This section is for those brave souls, those happy few, that band of Brothers (and Sisters) that go
above and beyond to run the games we all love. Some do it out of necessity, some as a labor of
love or as a creative outlet. Regardless of motivation, there are a few essential details you have to
know before stepping up to fill the role of Narrator:
The chart.
Part of the reson that 2d6 are used for this system is that whenever you roll two dice instead of
one, the probabilities of certain outcomes are skewed towards an average. Not into math?
Perhaps the chart can explain it better:
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This means that 7 is more likely to come up than any other number, because there are six
different ways to “make” a 7, while 2 is comparatively rare, since only one out of the thirty-six
possible combination of die rolls can lead to a 2. When you only roll one die, the probability of
any number coming up is 1 out of however many faces the die has. When you use multiple dice,
this probability becomes skewed towards the center. This results in a lot of average rolls with a
few extremes – just like life.

The difficulty class (DC) is the goal that a player has to make on a roll to complete a particular
task. The DCs for various levels of tasks are as follows:
DC 5 – easy task
An easy task is something that takes little to no effort to accomplish. Hopping a small fence,
lifting a television set, or putting on armor without training are examples of an easy task. These
rolls are usually only rolled if the task is easy, but failure – though rare – would prove penalizing
(falling from the fence, breaking the tv, having your armor fall off later). For knowledge checks,
an easy task would be remembering a basic food recipe, or maybe knowing a quote from a
popular book.
DC 7 average task
As the GM it’s your responsibility to assign modifiers to specific rolls as the situation permits.
For instance, if someone is climbing a ten foot wall, it’s a DC 7 check, but if that wall is covered
in slippery seaweed, it might be DC 8, or even 9. Likewise, if it has handholds carved into it (and
no seaweed, it might be DC 6.
It’s up to you to make the final ruling on any situation. Sometimes, in the interest of the plot, you
may have to tell a player flat out that they cannot accomplish a task. Make sure you have a good
justification for this though. Don’t just say “because I said so!” The best adventures are the most
believable. By making your game believable you allow the players to immerse themselves in it,
and let’s be honest, that’s really why anyone bothers to play any RPG. Players want to put
themselves in another place or another person’s shoes for a while. Whether it’s for escapism or
simply curiosity, your job is to facilitate the players’ immersion in the world you’ve created.
Also, a protip: to keep yourself from getting stuck you may like to come up with several story
arcs that the players could follow instead of railroading them into one particular story. Also,
making “floating” non-player characters (NPCs) that can fit multiple roles is helpful, since it
gives you room to be flexible with your story. Too much prep work will make you go crazy
though, and don’t be too sad when the players miss half of the stuff you worked so hard to create
– they always will. You can just recycle it for a future game.
Good luck!

